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As previously discussed with your staff, two individuals, under contract
<

to S C, from t:1e Los Alamos National Laboratory (LAML) will arrive at the !

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant on June 22, 1901, to conplete an engineering
analysis for the purpose of identifying vital equi:: cent at the site. This
analysis will be accomplished auri g the period'of June 22-24, and will require
tnat the MRC contractors have access to both plant information and areas.

;

Additionally, the assistance of cne person highly knovledgeable of site layout I
and construction sill be required for the entire period. !

The names of the LAUL personnel are Eddie Claiborn and '.4111ard Thomas. Also,
3racley Jcnas, the '!EC project leader for the vital area analysis procram,
will be on-site curing the period to answer any questions that nay arise.

This three day revisit is necessary because the LAML individual who perforned i
the initial analysis was reassigned to a higher priority project shortly
after returning to LANL. This action, which was outside of hRC control,
prevented the translation of rough notes into a form that would have enabled
another analyst to complete the effort.

Infornation you considered to be proprietary which will be required by these ~

contractor personnel during the visit will be afforded protection from disclo-
sure in accordance with standard NRC prococures.

'le beleive that this site visit can be handled under access requirecents A.

(" Escorted Access to Controlled Area") of your November 1, 1970 letter. If
this is not true, please notify me upon receipt of this letter.
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